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"Discover How CPM Can Become Your Reality Regardless of Size or Budget"
LONDON – 5 April 2004 – CIP Software, Microsoft Gold Certified Partner for Business Intelligence and
author of Gold Certified Analytical Application Software, Executive Suite(TM), has partnered with
AccountingWeb to host a one-hour webcast – ‘Making Integrated Corporate Performance Management
Achievable For All Business – Not Just Big Business.’
Executive Suite was conceived as a product that would break down the barriers of entry for organisations
that need a truly integrated financial management solution. The Microsoft platform was a key enabler to
this and allows CIP Software to make true Corporate Performance Management (CPM) a reality for all
organisations, regardless of their size and their budget.
Chaired by John Stockdyk, editor of AccountingWeb, the webcast will demonstrate how maximising
Microsoft’s next generation capabilities can create an integrated and affordable financial management
solution more than comparable to the traditional big-ticket CPM implementations that are traditionally
the reserve of the Times Top 1000.
Featuring a practical case study from a CIP Software customer, this webcast examines how businesses can
enable their finance function to spend less time reconciling numbers and more time adding strategic value
to future business direction.
The webcast will take place on Wednesday 12th May at 11am. All you need to take part is a computer with
access to the web and the use of a telephone.
To find out more and to register please log on to www.accountingweb.co.uk/cip
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+44 (0)208 661 2395
About CIP Software
CIP Software, headquartered in Denmark, with operations and channel partners in Europe, Middle East and
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Africa, is a leading provider of financial management solutions.
Executive Suite is a fully integrated financial management application delivering budgeting, planning,
forecasting, consolidation, reporting and analysis to a broad spectrum of customers. Executive Suite
reduces the price entry point and long term cost ownership for financial management solutions and
provides a richness in productivity enhancing features that is unparalleled. The software is based on
Microsoft .NET and Microsoft SQL platform which allows quick and easy access via web-based technology and
the MS Office interface. In May 2003, Executive Suite was the first and still the only fully integrated
financial management solution to achieve the highest level of product certification available from
Microsoft. For more information about CIP Software please visit www.cip-software.com
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